
Lab 6 - Concurrent State Machines
CSCE 4114 – Embedded Systems – Fall 2018

Tasks: You must complete the following tasks during the lab session:

1. Open the RI Builder of State Machines – RIBS.exe

2. Design a synchronous state machine that reads a button at A0 and handles debouncing
to prevent accepting noise as additional button presses

3. Test your system by incrementing B for each button press

4. Answer questions 1-4

5. Modify the first state machine to set a global variable called btnPressed as 1 when the
button is pressed

6. Add another state machine by clicking the ‘+’ button

7. The second state machine should have two states. One that latches input from A7-A1
to B6-B0 as a 7-bit unsigned integer. The second state should decrement one from the
output until B is 0. If B6-B0 are 0 (i.e. the 7-bit value is 0), then B7 should go high.

8. Test the two state machines

9. Answer questions 5-9



Lab Questions: Answer each of the following questions to the best of your ability. Use
the C manual, online class or reference resources, or the TA to assist if you do not know the
answer. Write these into a text document, and the TA must check off completion before you
leave lab.

1. What does “debounce” mean?

2. What states did you implement that help remove bouncing noise?

3. What clock period did you use?

4. How would you extend the system to recognize multiple debounced buttons?

5. Why does btnPressed need to have global state?

6. The input can be latched to an internal state variable. What modifier should that
variable have?

7. For your implementation, does the clock period of both state machines need to be the
same? Why?

8. Examine the code that is generated by the tool. How were the state machine tick
functions implemented in the main loop?

9. How would you make one of the state machines have a different clock period?



Lab Report: For the report, create a document with:

• A coversheet that has your name, ID, and lab section

• The answers to all 9 questions

• The final code after task 9 and 10

These documents should be uploaded through Blackboard to the TA before the beginning
of the next lab. Documents turned in after this deadline are subject to the course late policy.


